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ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS:
 
 

1. What are the different text styles used in HTML?
2. How to include Graphics to the HTML documents?
3. What is the use of <DIV> tag?
4. What are the different attributes that are passed within the <FORM> tag?
5. What are the advantages of JavaScript?
6. Write a note on the following built
7. Define XML Namespaces. 
8. Define SAX. 
9. What is motion tween? 
10. What do you meant by action script?

 
 

 
ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS:          
 

11. a) Explain the types of list with an example.
(Or) 

b) Explain in detail about the fram
 

12. a) Discuss in brief about the font and color attributes in CSS.
(Or) 

            b) Design a biodata  form in HTML and  display the details.    (Mention the name as XXXX).
 

13  a) Explain the types of dialog boxes provided by JavaScript.
(Or) 

            b) Explain any five JavaScript event handlers with an example.
 

14. a) Explain about the usage of XML schema.
(Or) 

  b)Explain in detail about DOM and its methods.
     
      15. a) Describe about the fundamentals drawing tools available in Fla

(Or) 
 b) Discuss about mask layers in Flash.
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SECTION- A 

     
ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS:      

What are the different text styles used in HTML? 
How to include Graphics to the HTML documents? 
What is the use of <DIV> tag? 
What are the different attributes that are passed within the <FORM> tag?
What are the advantages of JavaScript? 
Write a note on the following built-in functions in JavaScript  (i) eval ( )   (ii)  Parse Float ( ).

What do you meant by action script? 

SECTION - B   

ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS:                                                        

a) Explain the types of list with an example. 

b) Explain in detail about the frames in HTML. 

a) Discuss in brief about the font and color attributes in CSS. 

b) Design a biodata  form in HTML and  display the details.    (Mention the name as XXXX).

13  a) Explain the types of dialog boxes provided by JavaScript. 

b) Explain any five JavaScript event handlers with an example. 

14. a) Explain about the usage of XML schema. 

b)Explain in detail about DOM and its methods. 

15. a) Describe about the fundamentals drawing tools available in Flash Tool box.

b) Discuss about mask layers in Flash. 
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What are the different attributes that are passed within the <FORM> tag? 

in functions in JavaScript  (i) eval ( )   (ii)  Parse Float ( ). 

      

                                           ( 5 X 8 = 40) 

b) Design a biodata  form in HTML and  display the details.    (Mention the name as XXXX). 

sh Tool box. 



SECTION-C 
 
 
 

ANSWER ANY TWO QUESTIONS:       ( 2 X 20 = 40 ) 
 
16. a) Write the coding in HTML to design a webpage describing COLLEGE DAY 2013. 
 

b)  Create a document with 2 links to an external document. The first link should lead to the beginning  
of the external document. The second link should lead to a particular section in the external document. 
In the external document specify a link that will lead to a particular section within it. 
 

17. a)   How arrays are declared in Java Script?   Explain the looping statements with suitable examples. 
 

b) Explain Extensible style Language in detail with examples. 
 

18.  a) Briefly Explain the animation fundaments in flash. 
 
       b) Explain table tag and its purpose in HTML with an example. 
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